
“Senso is a truly valuable solution that has made a huge
contribution to network management across multiple schools
in the Trust. Now throw in safeguarding, along with classroom

and asset management and you have something that every
Network Manager needs, and an array of school staff are

also very thankful for! I would not want to be without it any
time, but even more so during the current situation (COVID-19

lockdown), proving it’s worth by providing the ability to
support staff using their laptops at home too. Add to all of

this, a team of people who continually go the extra mile for
their customers and you have a product that is worth every

penny and I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend it!”

What our customer's say!

“Having used Senso from the very beginning it just gets
bigger and better and in a time of need it really helps being
able to manage & remote support all our MAT School users

wherever they are. It all makes perfect Senso!”

Neil Beards | Manor Multi-Academy Trust

Irene Hand | Unity Trust Ltd

Supporting teachers remotely 

“We have deployed a number of student loan laptops to
take home, and with Senso being cloud based, it allows us

to continue to monitor them from a Safeguarding
perspective remotely.  It doesn’t require any additional
configuration; just install the client and you’re done!”

Adam Burn | Kettering Buccleuch Academy

Remote safeguarding

Remote support



Rashantha De Silva | HTLA

Kevin O'Donnell | Belmar School District

“I don't know how I would function without Senso right now! The
ability to view students’ screens is extremely important for

helping them and sending messages (or warnings!) to students. I
also have a policy in effect to block the internet during night-time

hours. Thanks for a great product.”

“Senso to the rescue! I am thrilled to have the capabilities in
Senso during our move to remote learning. As an IT director, I
can quickly remote into students’ devices for troubleshooting

and running scripts.”

It has been extremely helpful for us to be able to mirror their screen and talk them through
their questions.  It has also been helpful from an "IT" support standpoint of being able to install software
(any typing in admin credentials for the install) and putting in product keys when needed. Teachers have
also been using it heavily in supporting students logging in to new learning management systems and
other products.  It is helpful for them to see the student screens so they know exactly what the students
are seeing and can help.”

“Senso is the next generation of Cloud Classroom Management. Being the only IT person in the
College, senso.cloud gives me the tools to really crack on with my current environment whilst
helping Staff and Students with any issues.

Senso.Cloud also allows me to get staff participating and to take control with this technology which is rare in
Education Sector. Senso.Cloud Safeguarding package keeps up to date and adds another layer of security for
the Staff or Students using devices on our network.” 

“The ability to support our staff inside and outside of school is
critical to maintaining the effective use of IT in the delivery of the

Stowe Valley MAT’s COVID-19 response. We are able to offer support
on all our services away from the schools and it proves day after day

to be a mission critical tool for IT Support for our schools on our
Cloud Based platform.”

Stephen Hardy | Stowe Valley Multi Academy Trust

Senso has been indispensable

“Senso has been indispensable in this situation.  We have been using it heavily for remote
support of teachers learning how to do online instruction while in their homes.

Jason Carbaugh | Central Fulton School District

Senso's safeguard package

Chris Maddocks | Hayling College

Covid-19 Response

Senso to the Rescue

Thanks for a great product!

“Senso has given me the ability to manage multiple sites,
without the need for any complex onsite installs. The

feedback from staff I am supporting is very positive. We
have been able to offer instant support from anywhere.” 

Simon Eades | Wigmore School

Instant support from anywhere



Senso.cloud is a true cloud multi-school solution; all schools are accessible from the same portal making remote
support a breeze. The support from Senso.cloud has been second to none, we feel like we can contact their support or
developers knowing any queries will be dealt with in a timely fashion. The safeguarding element to Senso.cloud is
remarkable. We are now able to see and spot common trends among students across all our schools all within one view,
helping us support a plan of action with schools, protecting students from the dangers of the internet.”

“We’ve found senso.cloud extremely easy to set up on thousands of machines and incredibly quick and
reliable to use which is impressive for a cloud based solution. Previous solutions involved utilising 21 hosted
servers to spread the load of our 13,000 devices, with no way to easily switch between schools as it was
designed for single school use.

Senso saves us time and money

“The ability to remotely manage all of our trust schools from one cloud-based platform, not only saves
us time in manpower, but also money without the need to visit the site.”

Mark Fuller | NEMAT

“It’s a game changer!”
Tom Jarman | NEMAT

“Just wanted to say a big thank you for all your efforts. It’s
made a huge difference to us during this hard time where

100% of our teaching is now being done remotely.”

Chris Marriott | Berkhamsted

“Just wanted to thank you guys for making such an awesome
product! The ability to continue supporting our users when
we are working remotely is beneficial as we all navigate this

uncertain time.”

Lewis Wild | Cabot Learning Federation

“Senso’s Safeguarding features in particular have
allowed us the peace of mind to know that no matter

when or where pupils access our devices we can
monitor and receive alerts about any inappropriate
activity to ensure that it is dealt with appropriately

and our pupils remain safe.”

Alan Hughes | Rock SALT Solutions Ltd

A true multi-school solution

Kirsty King | Telford & Wrekin Council

Our pupils remain safe

sUCH AN AWESOME PRODUCT!

“Senso is easily the best option to be with during the current
climate. Being able to support staff's laptops at home with the

same product we support them within school has been so
awesome!”

James | Archway School

sUPPORTING STAFF AT HOME

TEACHING DONE REMOTELY



Jim Turner | Chichester High School

“This is cloud-based remote management for the generation of
cloud computing. An essential tool for a Network manager,

usually this kind of software seldom comes without a painful
install or laborious maintenance and configuration. Senso’s

cloud-based technology removes all of the stress and hassle.”

We switched from Impero to Senso because of its expanded range of teaching tools, superior reliability
and compatibility with our other safeguarding tools. There has been a seamless transition between the
two systems for staff and I have complete trust that Senso is being used consistently across school to
enhance learning and monitor behaviour. I highly recommend other schools make the switch too.”

“After using other products in the past, we have found the account managers, training
and support teams a dream to work with. Such an easy cloud based product to use and
saves us hours on deployment.

Our customers have found the safeguarding tools invaluable and have worked perfectly during
inspections. With new features released so quickly, we can't wait to see what is still to come and
look forward to using Senso with many more clients in the future.”

“After trying a number of different monitoring and reporting products
we were really pleased to find Senso.  It is an agile and easy to use

platform that allows us to remotely monitor a variety of devices in a
very user friendly web portal.  We now see it as an essential part of
our safeguarding toolkit to protect our students, staff and data.”

“I just wanted to thank you for the amazing updates that
you've made to Senso! In particular, the clipboard, multiple

remote control sessions, and the upcoming ticketing
system. It's not just me either, technicians across the

company are feeding back positively too!”

Mark | Interm IT

Dawn Walker | Bentley Federation

Highly Recommend!

“We want to ensure that when students use technology at school they have the best
possible learning experience and that they are safe.

Luke Borland | Hailsham Community College

Can't wait to see what is still to come 

Martin Wharton | Datacable Ltd

An essential part of our safeguading toolkit

Matthew Taylor | Limehurst Academy

“Senso has allowed our IT Team to expand our support
beyond the barriers that we thought existed. Support is
efficient and fast, and just understand the needs of our

environment. Can’t fault them! Every time I look, I see or
hear about a new feature, and it’s like they just know

what we want!”

Can't fault them!

An Essential tool

Thank you for the amazing updates



Senso with a capital S for Superb!

“Senso has become an integral tool in supporting our staff and pupils. The remote control features
save us so much time providing support across a large campus and when users are working
remotely.

No Support query is too small, their feature request process is phenomenal and so quick and the webinar’s
are so informative. Each new feature just adds to an already brilliant product.
Senso with a capital S for Superb!!”

“Senso works so well at keeping inquisitive minds focused on
investigating the right things. It gives me the power to work

collaboratively through sharing of screens along with
distributing files and links to all my students. It gives me peace

of mind that students use the computers responsibly.”

James Searle | George Loczy 
Queensbury Academy

Gives me peace of mind

“Senso.Cloud is the only product that can manage our clients
through cloud and allow us to support users working at

home! Senso is developing amazingly fast with lots of new
exciting features and will soon be a tool that we cannot be

without to do our jobs!”
Network Manager | Southall School

A Tool we cannot be without 

“We love the cloud-based approach as well as the ability
to work on any device with a web browser.”

Brad Gutwein | Warsaw Community Schools

Love the cloud-based approach

“Senso are a great team!
They will continue to support our team to cover eventualities

that our schools will face. Senso are on an unrelenting mission
to develop their software to support our team that wants to do

so much more than just what is expected of them.”

Bradley Clegg | Co-founder Concero

Senso are a great team!

The safeguarding alerts have been critical in keeping our young people safe. The behaviour management and
screen broadcasting tools are indispensable to our ICT teachers who use Senso in every lesson!”

Integral tool in supporting our staff

Adam Lloyd | Hardenhuish School

“So pleased we made the move to Senso. Our Safeguarding and Remote Support for staff and
students during Covid lockdown would have been severely hampered without it.

James Clark | The Duchess’s Community High School




